The Secretary to Government of India, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs Thiru Durga Shanker Mishra, I.A.S., the new Chairman of the Chennai metro rail limited visited CMRL for the first time. During the day, the Chairman inspected the Chennai Central Underground Metro Station where the construction work is ongoing. Later, he boarded the metro at Kilpauk and alighted at Ekkattuthangal before heading for the Airport. He also visited the operation rooms in Kilpauk Medical Metro Station.

It was indeed a moment of gratification for the CMRL team when the Chairman conveyed that he relished the ride on the Operational Metro Corridor and showed great interest in checking out the works at lower track level of Chennai Central Metro Station.

He also reviewed the plans for Central Square for Multi Modal Integration at Chennai Central Metro Station.

While concluding his trip to Chennai, the Chairman called upon the CMRL team to propel the works towards commissioning for the benefit of the public of Chennai. He appreciated the work done by CMRL of international standards in Chennai. He was happy to see the maintenance and upkeep of Metro Stations and Trains.
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